Conducting Educational Design Research

Educational design research blends scientific investigation with systematic development and implementation of solutions to educational problems. Empirical investigation is conducted in real learning settings - not laboratories - to craft usable and effective solutions. At the same time, the research is carefully structured to produce theoretical understanding that can serve the work of others.

To support graduate students as well as experienced researchers who are new to this approach, Conducting Educational Design Research integrates multiple perspectives of educational design research throughout this three-part book. Part I clarifies the educational design research origins, approach and outcomes. It also presents a generic model portraying the overall process. Part II discusses the constituent elements of the model in detail, these are: analysis & exploration; design & construction; evaluation & reflection; and implementation & spread. Part III offers recommendations for proposing, reporting and advancing educational design research. Through related readings and richly varied examples, Conducting Educational Design Research offers clear and well-documented guidance on how to conceptualize and conduct this stimulating form of inquiry.

For decades, policies for educational research worldwide have swung back and forth between demanding rigor above all other concerns, and increasing emphasis on impact. These two qualities need not be mutually exclusive. This volume supports readers in grasping and realizing the potential of educational design research. It demonstrates how rigorous and relevant investigation can yield both theoretical understanding and solutions to urgent educational problems.
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Introduction

We entered the field of education because of our passion for working with young people and commitment to facilitating their learning as well as our own. We grew into educational research because we enjoy the challenge and wanted to investigate ways to support others in teaching and learning processes. We gravitated to design research because of its naturally close ties with the practice that is dear to us, and in response to disillusionment with too much educational research that does not, in the short or long term, serve to improve practice. Finally, we have taken up the torch of educating and supporting design researchers because of our conviction that this approach, alongside others, can yield valuable results for both theoretical understanding and educational practice. To introduce this book, we briefly discuss our intentions, the book structure, and the limitations of its linearity.

Intentions

Design research is a multi-faceted, complex endeavor and, while we do attempt to present some useful ideas about how it can be undertaken in this book, we recognize that this resource cannot speak to every researcher’s needs. In fact, given the rich variation with which educational design research is conducted, we stress that this book is not an attempt to provide “the” authoritative guide to this type of inquiry. In fact, we are not convinced that educational design research has evolved to the point that a definitive guide could be written.

Instead, we share our experiences and views of educational design research in this book, and have made an effort to show where they converge with others in the field. In working with researchers, especially doctoral students, we have grown accustomed to the kinds of questions people often ask about design research. As laid out in the following chapters, we have also found our ways of answering them.

We view undertaking the enterprise of design research, particularly for the first time, as a kind of educational intervention in itself. We know from our own research and experience that sustainable use of new ideas does not come when an intervention focuses on using fancy new resources or changing overt behaviors. Real change can come when we do not only focus on what and how things can
be done, but also when we work to understand why. For a new idea to be taken up and used – in a form that is true to its intent – people need to see and identify with the rationale behind it. This is also true when that new idea is conducting educational design research. In keeping with an audience of practicing researchers and especially doctoral students, this book endeavors to offer accessible, usable guidance which does not compromise clarity and depth in the portrayal of the theoretical underpinnings from which these ideas grew.

This volume was written to support graduate students as well as experienced researchers who are new to educational design research. We also relish the notion that the ideas presented in this book spark dialogue between graduate researchers and their mentors. Finally, we hope that the issues raised and the perspectives offered here provide useful fodder for continuing discussion among the educational design research community and for moving this exciting genre of inquiry forward.

**Three parts**

This book is divided into three main parts. Part I, “Foundations,” lays the groundwork for the rest of the book and contains three chapters. Chapter 1, “About educational design research,” defines and describes educational design research. Chapter 2, “Contributions to theory and practice: concepts and examples,” discusses the dual outcomes of design research and gives several – very different – examples of how these dual outcomes were achieved through brief portraits of four actual studies. Chapter 3, “Toward a generic model for educational design research,” illustrates how core ideas from the fields of instructional design and curriculum development, as well as different models for educational design research, shape our view of the process; it then presents a generic model of educational design research. That model forms the backbone of the next part of the book.

Part II, “Core processes,” describes each main process depicted in the generic model. Chapter 4, “Analysis and exploration,” concerns the establishment of a research focus and centers on understanding the problem to be addressed, with inputs from both theory and practice. Chapter 5, “Design and construction,” describes the process of mapping and actually building creative solutions that are informed by theory, empirical findings and craft wisdom. Chapter 6, “Evaluation and reflection,” describes ways to consider and shape the field testing of interventions, from early design ideas to full scale tryouts. Chapter 7, “Implementation and spread,” discusses the interaction with practice that is present from the very start and tends to increase throughout the entire design research endeavor.

Part III, “Moving forward,” builds on the discussions throughout Parts I and II to offer recommendations for proposing, reporting, and advancing educational design research. Chapter 8, “Writing proposals for educational design research,” offers guidelines for addressing the same basic elements of any strong research proposal, but from the perspective of integration with an iterative design process. Chapter 9, “Reporting educational design research,” presents some practical
guidelines for tackling the daunting task of reporting on design studies. Chapter 10, “Looking back and looking ahead,” reflects on the chapters of this book, discusses new directions for educational design research, and issues a call to action to existing and new members of the educational design research community.

The impetus for this book came primarily from the needs of the many doctoral students we have worked with over many years. For this reason, we anticipate that all chapters will be relevant to them. For masters students, we suspect that Part I will be of interest; and for those actually conducting design research for their thesis work, Part II may also be useful. For experienced researchers new to educational design research, Parts I and II are likely to be of greatest interest. This is especially the case for experienced researchers who are mentoring graduate students interested in this kind of inquiry. Part I may also be valuable to anyone concerned with knowing about design research but not actually conducting it themselves, such as research program officers. In terms of advancing discussion among the existing educational design research community, Chapter 3, Part II, and Chapter 10 may be the most relevant.

Books are linear, educational design research is not

There are many ways to put the generic model (Chapter 3) to use, and the sequence of chapters in this book shows but one. As stated earlier and illustrated throughout this book, educational design research is a genre of inquiry – not a method. As such, there are myriad approaches to conducting the enterprise. We cannot provide a comprehensive picture of that variation, but do explicitly attempt to demonstrate it by way of examples. The differences in problems being tackled and the contexts in which solutions are to be implemented require a repertoire of approaches, not one. Such a repertoire is influenced by experience, as well as methodological preferences, domain-specific traditions, and areas of expertise. Though our rational hindsight descriptions may suggest otherwise, serendipity often plays a role in the pathways studies actually take. Very often, different design research processes are concurrent. While greater scales of intention and larger project teams can expand the orchestration required, even small projects often require that researchers juggle multiple demands at once. We thus stress here that the ideas, and especially the sequence in which they are presented in this book, are offered as springboards to assembling useful pathways for design research projects and not as ready-made formulae.